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Evening Hue!

T

he bright blue sky
was turning an orange tint as the
dusk approached
when our buses turned up at
the Royal Thai Navy Convention Hall. There it was standing proud facing the Chao
Phraya River across from the
Grand Palace while the sun
disappears behind the silhouette of Bangkok skyline. The
view was simply stunning.
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The contestants were
greeted as they entered the
hall with rows of succulent
Thai dishes enough for anyone to compensate for the
energy loss due to the exhaustive five-hour theoretical
exam. The relaxed ambience
was enriched by soft music
from the Naval conservatory
band. Everyone seemed to
enjoy the moment—even
those who wildly discussed
their morning exam papers

with their team leaders (see
“exam aftershock” p.4).
After everyone was well
provided, our very own liaison officers Kawin Liampisan
and Pariya Sitikong took the
stage as the masters of ceremony. They started us off
with a traditional Thai dance
Ramwong as an icebreaker.
The floor was heated up by
Gai Yang (roasted chicken)
dance led by delegates from
Thai, Czech Republic, and
USA. Then came “I will survive,” the show that seemed
to take everyone’s breath
away. In the grand hall, some

waved their hands, rocked
their body while most took
out their camera and snapped
away!
You could detect a disheartened hint in their eyes
when an announcer declared
the party closed. The sense of
yearning was appreciable.
Whether everyone had a terrific time during the exam
session was questionable, at
least all had a brief moment
here to replenish and restock
for the next day… come what
may.
Proudpisut Sang-ou-thai

The Intermission
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Aleksa of Montenegro

Imam and Kevin of Indonesia

uly 13th morning was the
trough of the entire competi‐
tion excitation‐wise, as the
theoretical examinations were done
with and the competitors were
given a brief relief from the test at‐
mosphere. We traveled to Rose
Garden, an hour’s ride from Bang‐
kok. Passengers in Bus #10 arrived
safe and sound even if their bus did
not.

relax when we have free time” ex‐
plained Shajeth (Ireland). Handling
a weaved fish (Pla Ta Pian) in his
hand he continued, “I would really
like to blend in with the locals and
go sightseeing.” As we moved on
to talk about the examination room
atmosphere, Mark (Ireland) inter‐
jected, “The food in the exam is
really to my liking, that piece of
sweet corn pie really did it for me.”

Aleksa (Montenegro) donned a
faux hawk and was the epitome of
the combination of brains and
brawn. His stature scared the Thai
Boxing trainers at the rose garden
into submission. An avid basketball
player he said “There’s no better
method of stress relief than exercis‐
ing,” talking about how he alter‐
nated between studying and exer‐
cising. “I do push‐ups in the hotel
room” he added. “I really look for‐
ward to a friendly sport competition
with everyone” he suggested, that
of which he would rather be doing.
“I sometimes think that the times I
spent exercising would be better.”

Having very close similarities be‐
tween Thai and Indonesian culture
really dampens the experience at
Rose Garden, Imam (Indonesia) “I
would like to be praying to be at
peace with myself, and singing or
reading to escape from the recur‐
ring stress.” Kevin (Indonesia) said,
“I still feel like crying about yester‐
day’s theoretical examinations,” in
a jokingly manner that was accom‐
panied with implicit nod by his
teammates.

The ideal conditions will bring
forth the peak performance of the
contestants. Regardless, the experi‐
mental examination hopefully
The Ireland team was having a would bring closure, appetite, and
drink in the shade. “It is our routine finesse to all participants.
to go to the pool in the morning to
Kawin Liampisan

And it all began… again...

O

n July 13th, while most students were enjoying their
time at the Rose Garden, team leaders spent their day
discussing the experimental examination papers. As
with the theoretical part, Professor Emeritus Thiraphat
Vilaithong directed the assembly. In a democratic fashion, par‐
ticipants were asked to settle the disputes by the shows of
hands. Markedly different from the theoretical exam was the
speed of the conduct. We could only surmise if team leaders
could sustain two successive doses of late night followed by a
full day of excursion. The afternoon ended with team leaders’
translation of examination into their respective language.
Chompunut Ngampornpimon
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Exam Aftershock
The theoretical examination had
put a distressed spell over some con‐
testants. At the first chance that they
met up with team leaders at Thai
Royal Navy Convention Hall for the
reception dinner, some shared their
concerns with their leaders.
“They said it was so difficult. They
did not do it as well because of [the]
mathematical [aspect of the] problem.
I think the examination of last year
was less difficult because it did not
focus on [mathematically rich] calcula‐
tion,” said Musemic Rajfa, a leader of
the Bosnian team, after a talk with his
students.
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Geri Kibe Gopir, leader of team Ma‐
laysia, was of a similar opinion, “The
students said they could not do it. Al‐
though the questions were shorter
than last year, they were still difficult
because this is Physics Olympiad.”
The team leaders tried to cheer up
and told their students to enjoy the
program and to forget about what’s
past. These opinions may or may not
reflect the voice of the majority but
we truly wish that they would remem‐
ber other facets of Thailand beyond
those long hours in the cubicle.
Pattra Sriputtangkul
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